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It is inherent safety that fusion power does not increase like a chain reaction but is self-
bounded by physical limits like the (3-Iimit. Fusion reaction can be easily terminated if
necessary. On the other hand, the next experimental fusion machine has a large fusion power
which is compatible with a commercial power plant. In this sense, it is important to confirm its
safety by considering the plasma behavior. This study presents a plasma-safety assessment
model to simulate plasma transients and discusses safety analyses of the International
Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER).

A plasma-safety assessment model has been developed, which bounds plasma
dynamics for safety analyses [1]. In the model, some physical limits, e.g. p-limit (Troyon
limit) and density limit (Borrass and Greenwald limits) and threshold power of H-L
confinement mode transition were set for safety studies on the basis of the 1TER plasma physics
reference so that the plasma would be optimistically operated; in other words, the operation
could be at a severe condition for the in-vessel components. For example, the p-limit was set
higher than the reference data by 50% and the density limit was twice the reference judging
from tokamak experimental data. The threshold power of H-L confinement mode was set 50%
lower than the reference data so as to maintain the H-mode confinement as long as possible.
Furthermore, a transition model of divertor plasma for detached/attached states was also
provided in the model to consider a severe heat flux condition during plasma transients [2].

The plasma-safety assessment model has been installed in a safety analysis code
(SAFALY) consisting of the plasma dynamics model and thermal behavior model of in-vessel
components [3]. A zero-dimensional model was adopted which takes account of energy and
particle conservation. The energy conservation treats ions and electrons separately and the
particle conservation includes fuel ions, alpha-particles and impurity ions. Uncertainties arising
from the plasma physics can be covered by a parameter survey using the adaptability of the
code. For the thermal behavior of the in-vessel components, a one-dimensional time-dependent
model was adopted in the radial direction of the structures, emphasizing the adaptability. To
obtain the temperature distribution in the poloidal direction, the structures can be divided into 20
calculation regions and radiation between the surface of each region can also be considered.
Furthermore, melting and evaporation (sublimation) of plasma facing material can be taken into
account. Each coolant channel is treated as a constant convective boundary during the steady
state, which can simulate the changes of the heat transfer coefficient and temperature during
hydraulic accidents using other data. SAFALY can also treat impurity transport from plasma
facing components by a simplified model with a transport probability from the wall into the
main plasma through the scrape-off layer (SOL) and a time delay due to the transport.

Some postulated initiating events leading to overpower in ITER were selected, and the
plasma and in-vessel components behaviors were calculated on the assumption of a combined
failure of plasma control and machine interlock in addition with the initiating events. In case of
overfueling by a factor of 2.2, which was found by a pre-parameter study for leading to the
maximum fusion power, the fusion power reaches the maximum of 3.1 GW at 24 s. During
the overpower transient, the heat flux to the divertor target increases to 17 MW/m2 under the

detached state before 20 s. Thereafter, the divertor plasma changes to the attached state and the
heat flux jumps to 31 MW/m^. Sublimated impurities (carbon) poison the main plasma and
fusion power is terminated by exceeding the density limit. In case of a sudden injection of 100
MW of auxiliary heating, the divertor plasma transits immediately to the attached state. After
that, plasma burn is terminated due to impurity ingress from the target plate. In case of
confinement improvement by a factor of 2, fusion power reaches 3.3 GW and plasma burning
terminates at 3.5 s due to the P-limit. Attached divertor state transitions may lead to dry out of
the coolant for high heat flux components. This may lead to coolant pipe damage and in-vessel
coolant leaks. However, effects of the aggravating failure of the divertor will be safely handled
by the confinement boundary, the vacuum vessel and its pressure suppression system.
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